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Abstract. Two novel Group IV precursors, titanium (IV) neo-pentoxide, [Ti(p-0Nep)(ONep)3]z

(l), and zirconium (IV) neo-pentoxide, [Zr(~-0Nep)(ONep)3]z (2),were reported to possess

relatively high volatility at low temperatures. These compounds were therefore investigated as

MOCVD precursors using a lamp-heated cold-wall CVD reactor and direct sublimation without

carrier gas. The ONep derivatives proved to be competitive precursors for the production of thin

films of the appropriate MOZ (M = Ti or Zr) materials in comparison to other metallo-organic

precursors. Compound 1 was found to sublime at 120 “C with a deposition rate of -0.350

prnhin onto a substrate at 330 ‘C forming the anatase phase with< 1% residual C found in the

final film. Compound 2 was found to sublime at 160 “C and deposited as crystalline material at

300 “C with< 1% residual C found in the final film. A comparison to standard allcoxide and ~-

diketonates is presented where appropriate.
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Introduction

Metal-organic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD) is a desirable method for the fabrication

of conformal crystalline oxide films at relatively low temperatures when the appropriate

precursors are available. Ideal MOCVD precursors should possess low sublimation, low

deposition temperatures, and a “clean” decomposition pathway to provide high-purity ceramic

deposits with minimal carbon contamination. Alkoxides, ~-diketonates and mixed alkoxy fj-

diketonate derivatives have often been used in MOCVD methodologies with a great deal of

success for the production of oxide thin films. However, improvements in precursor properties

are still required to further increase the volatility (e.g., by avoiding oligometization), reduce air

and moisture sensitivity, improve deposition rates, and minimize impurity (i.e., carbon)

incorporation into deposits.

Several high quality precursors for the generation of ceramic thin films by MOCVD

methodologies have been reported for Group IV oxides ;[2-141however, the number of acceptable

alkoxide precursors is limited. This is often due to fhe fact that the most volatile alkoxide

precursors are oils and these compounds are extremely susceptible to hydrolysis by. ambient

humidity (e.g., titanium iso-propoxide (TTIP) and zirconium t-butoxide (ZTTB)).P1 Group

IV metal alkoxides that are powders would be attractive alternatives to these reactive oils since

they should demonstrate reduced susceptibility to hydrolysis; however, the volatility of these

solid precursors is often too low to make them feasible replacements (e.g., titanium

methoxide or zirconium iso-propoxide (ZTIP)).Ils~lGl

In an attempt to increase the number of acceptable powder alkoxide MOCVD precursors, we

have been examining alternative lig_atedprecursors that may offer some property improvements

in comparison to the standard alkoxide compounds. In particular, we have developed several

novel powder precursors that demonstrate improved volatility through the introduction of the

neo-pentoxide (OCHQCMe3= ONep) Iigand. Two Group IV ONep derivatives that were found

to possess low vaporization temperatures are [Ti(p.-ONep)(ONep)s]z (1)1171and [Zr(p-

ONep)(ONep)s]z (2)1181.Figure 1 is a schematic representation of the structures of 1 and 2. We
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have investigated these compounds

using MOCVD methodologies.[]l
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for use in the production of titania and zirconia thin films

The experimental conditions and the resultant thin film

properties are presented and compared to those metallorganic precursors currently in use.

Results and Discussion

Ti02 Deposition

Many investigators have reported the production of high purity TiOz films over the 250-600

“C temperature range using TTIP as the starting precurso~13-5~io~121however, due to the generally

satisfactory results obtained using TTIP, relatively little investigations into alternative Ti02

precursors have been reported. One dkadvantage of TTll? is that it is an extremely air sensitive

oil. A solid may prove to be more advantageous if the volatility of the reagent remains high.

Compound 1 is a solid at room temperature and was found to possess high volatility at low

temperatures. Studies indicated that 1 was also more air stable than TTIP.1171 These

observations are attributed to the ONep ligand which offers steric congestion around the metal

center thereby reducing oligomerization and reactivity with ambient moisture.

The sublimation rate of 1 was determined by the difference in pre- and post-reaction weight

of the precursor flask. These results are displayed versus inverse temperature in Figure 2. The

sublimation rate was found to increase with sublimation temperature between 110 and 120 “C,

but was constant between 120 and 130 “C. The saturation of the sublimation rate at temperatures

above 120 “C indicates a possible transport restriction downstream from the precursor pot that

limits the removal rate from the precursor pot. For the current reactor design, the sublimation

temperature was fixed at 120 “C for subsequent experiments.

The dependence of deposition rate on substrate temperature is shown in Figure 3 (120 “C

sublimation temperature). Deposition rates in terms of thickness were calculated from the mass

deposited assuming TiOz density of 3.84 g/cm3 (anatase), and were corroborated by SEM. The

results show an Arrhenius dependence of rate on temperature between 270 and 330 “C, with an

apparent activation energy of 34.6 kcal/mol. The deposition rate was essentially constant at

1
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temperatures between 330 and 400 “C, indicating feed-rate or diffusion-limited deposition in this

temperature range. Deposition rates using 1 compare well with other literature reports that

utilize TTIP.13~4T10J21For example, our observed average deposition rate of-0.35 prnhnin at 330

‘C in comparison to TTIP under similar conditions is: (i) higher than the 0.015-0.03 pm.hnin

reported by Byun et al.141and Siefering and Griffin112! (ii) similar to the -0.1 pmhnin rate

reported by Battiston et al.131,and (iii) below the rates of order 1 pmhnin reported by Kamata et

al.[lol Because so many factors effect observed deposition rates, including precursor purity,

reactor and precursor delivery design, pressure, and the prese~ce of oxygen of water vapor, care

must be taken in drawing conclusions from such comparisons. Nevertheless, it is evident that

this new precursor may provide a competitive alternative to TTIP.

The TiOz films were characterized by scanning electron microscopy (SEM), X-ray

diffraction (XRD), and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). Figure 4 a - d shows SEM

micrographs of TiOz films deposited at 270 and 330 “C. At 270 “C, the films appear dense with a

very smooth surface and a fine microstructure. At 330 “C, a columnar morphology can be

observed in the cross-sectional view with relatively large grains that are apparent in the plan

view. This large change in the orientation of the grains is consistent with the XRD observations

(vide izfkz).

Analysis by XRD revealed that crystallinity and phase content depend strongly on deposition

temperature (Figure 5). At 270 “C, the diffraction data show multiple anatase reflections and

very little preferred orientation. At higher deposition temperatures (300 “C and 330 “C), the as-

deposited film becomes highly oriented fdm in the (200) basal plane (a-axis normal to substrate).

(200)-oriented anatase has been previously reported using TTIP at 420 ‘C on stainless steel,

titanium, and glass, whereas this preferred orientation was not reported for deposition on

polycrystalline AIZ03.131 Other reports using TTIP indicate that orientation depends on

temperature, substrate, and film thickness.15”10’121The orientation of these films, as indicated by

XRD, is commonly promoted by an appropriate match between the substrate and the final

ceramic material. A “sub-cell” of the silicon lattice can be formed by dividing the silicon lattice

-.-...=, ,, , . ....
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parameter (5.40 1 ~) by the square root of 2. This yields a square of 3.840 ~ per side which is

very close in length to the a-axis of the Anatase unit cell (3.785 A). Therefore, the anatase (200)

peak will lattice match onto the (220) planes of the Si lattice, which may account for the

preferential orientation.

Film purity and compositional homogeneity were examined by XPS (Figure 6). These data

show carbon content of the as-deposited films is 1* 0.5 atom percent for deposition temperatures

between 280 ‘C and 320 ‘C, but higher for temperatures below 280 “C. The O/Ti ratio was

slightly above the nominal value of 2 near the surface for al films, but sputtering revealed a

value of 2 for depths greater than -2 nm below the surface (Figure 6(b)). The carbon level is

seen to be relatively constant through the film. Since the precursor possesses more than 50 % by

weight of carbon, the low residue is encouraging for other neo-pentoxide MOCVD precursors.

Zr02 Deposition

Several ~-diketonate derivatives have been investigated as ZrOz MOCVD precursors and

found to demonstrate superior air/moisture stability compared to previously reported alkoxides.

However, these compounds are typically less volatile, with substantial carbon residue often

found in the as-deposited film.12’6~81A solid MOCVD precursor which uses a mixture of alkoxy

and ~-diketonate Iigands (e.g., Zr(OPri)z(thd)z, where thd = 2,2,6,6, -tetramethyl-3,5-

heptanedionate, referred to as ZTHD) was found to produce ZrOz films at 300 to 600 “C with an

-2 % atomic carbon residue.181 Another report used acetylacetate (acac) derivatives (i.e.,

Zr(acac)(OR)2 where OR= 0C(CH3)3 and OCH(CF3)2)to increase the volatility of the precursov

however, temperatures of 550 – 600 “C were reported to produce high quality thin films.ll 11

ZTTB is the most frequently investigated alkoxide precursor mainly because it is a volatile

precursor forming films in the range of 350-500 “C;IT*lS’141however, this compound is an oil and

poor handling leads to rapid hydrolysis and non-volatile precursors. Another zirconium alkoxide

that is a powder, ZTIP, has a very low volatility and is not amenable to MOCVD techniques.I1sl

-Z-P... -., s,, . . . , -. . . . . . . . .
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Due to the success of 1, itwas of interest to determine the utility of 2 as a potential MOCVD

precursor to Zr02 thin films. Compound 2 is a solid at room temperature that has greatly

reduced susceptibility to hydrolysis and demonstrates improved sublimation temperatures in

comparison to ZTIP.f*51 During the initial experiments, it was observed that 2 recondensed on

the walls between the precursor pot and the substrate. This phenomenon prevented the

acquisition of meaningful sublimation rate data for 2. The problem was overcome by wrapping

the reactor pot and chamber in heating tape. Deposition rates of 2 were found to be within the

range of 2-3 nrrdmin at the sublimation temperature range of 160°C - 180°C. There was little

change of this rate over the substrate temperature range between 300°C and 340°C. This,

combined with the observed sublimation behavior of the compound, indicates that the limited

volatility of the precursor governed the observed deposition rate.

The films were further characterized by SEM, XRD, and XPS analyses. The SEM

photomicrographs of the resultant films are shown in Figure 7 (300 “C). The cross-sectional

view reveals a uniform film with very fine microstructure, and the plan view micrographs

revealed an essentially featureless surface. The XRD pattern of 2 (300 “C), shown in Figure 8,

illustrated that the film was highly oriented in the (200) plane, as indicated by the higher

intensity and sharper full-width half maximum of the (200) peak. Cubic ZrOz (unit cell size of a

= 5.09 ~) and Si (a = 5.4309 ~) have a 6% lattice mismatch between cell dimensions. If Zr02

grows epitaxally on Si (100) oriented substrates, the Zr02 (200) peak will be the preferred

orientation since it is not extinct in the Cubic ZrOz Fm3m cell and it will match the basal (100)

oriented Si substrate orientation. The (200) peak of the Zr02 does display a very sharp, high

intensity peak indicative of high texturing of the (200) plane (although it is not perfect since

other reflections are present). XPS data indicated the final ZrOz films were of very high purity,

containing less than 1 atomic percent of carbon.

Comparison to Standards

-.-.-.,. ..”,,
1 ... .?. . ;7 .. . .. . . . . .“.’ . . . —.-. .— ..— — .-
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The high quality films produced by 1 and 2

with other known precursors for Ti02 and ZrOz.

indicate that these precursors are competitive

A comparison of conditions and results from

this work and selected results from the literature for other precursors is provided in Table 1.

Both 1 and 2 were found to be of high purity, whereas P-diketonates may leave considerable C

contamination in as-deposited films, especially in the absence of 02. Compound 1 provided

deposition rates that were competitive with the well-known and successful precursor TTIP, while

possessing better air/moisture stability, as evidenced by thermal analysis.IITJ 2 provided

significantly lower deposition rates than 1 in the same tempe~ature range. For Zr02 deposition

there are little data for direct comparison to other precursors at the low deposition temperatures

investigated in this study. Nevertheless, 2 provides reasonable deposition rates in comparison to

reports with some @diketonate compounds, especially the Zr(acac)l and ZTHD, although the

rates are significantly lower than th~ volatile liquid ZTTB,

Conclusion

Thin films of Group IV metal oxides (MOZ) have been successfully produced by MOCVD

methodologies from the Group IV neo-pentoxide derivatives. These precursors offer: low

deposition temperatures, as-deposited crystalline films with low carbon content, and improved

stability compared to other alkoxides. The ONep Iigands offer the synthetic versatility of

alkoxides and provide another valuable set of precursors that can be used alone or in

combination with other ligands. Such control is particularly important for matching precursor

characteristics to deposit multi-component materials, and in the development of single-source

precursors.

Experimental[l]

All precursors were handled under an inert atmosphere. 1 was prepared according to the

literature report.IITl 2 was prepared by the metathesis of Zr(NMez)J and HONep.Ilsl A schematic

of [he CVD benchtop reactor is shown in Figure 9, and a full summary of the conditions that
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were used are presented in Table 2. An outline of the general methodology that was used for the

production of M02 thin films follows: (i) under an argon atmosphere, the appropriate precursor

(-0.5 g) was placed in a straight flask equipped with a Teflon stopcock and O-ring adapter

(delivery flask) and sealed; (ii) the delivery flask was connected to the cold-wall reactor and

placed under vacuum, (iii) the precursor pot was heated to the sublimation temperature using

heating tape, regulated by a Omega CN9000 controller; (iv) the deposition temperature was

sensed by a thermocouple touching the substrate which was heated by a heating lamp (Research

Inc. Model 4085), regulated by a variable autotransformer (variac) and Omega CN9000

controller; (v) the walls of the reactor were heated with heating tape to a temperature - 10°C

above the sublimation temperature; (vi) once the pressure and all temperatures were stable, the

stopcock to the delivery flask was opened to the reactor and experiments were carried out until

most of the precursor was sublimed; and (vii) experiments were terrn.inated by closing the

precursor valve and pumping the system down before turning off the lamp, cooling, and opening

the system.

The XRD data on the film samples were collected using a zero background holder on a

Siemens D500 theta-theta diffractometer (10-80 two-theta range, 0.02 step size and a 5 second

count-time) equipped with Cu Ka radiation, a graphite monochromator, and a scintillation

detector and refined using the JADE software package (Materials Data Inc., Livermore, CA).

Scanning electron microscopy was conducted using a Hitachi S-800 SEM equipped with light

element EDS, and film impurities and elemental composition were determined by X-

Photoelectron Spectroscopy (Kratos Analytical AXIS-HSi with monochromated Al source).
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Table 1. A metrical comparison of properties of select Group IV MOCVD precursors.

T, T~ Dep. Rate Dep. P(torr) at. ?40 C Ref.

Precursor (“c) cc) (nrn/min) (carrier gas)

Anatase

1

Zirconium oxide

2

Zr(OBut)g

Zr(OBuc)z(thd)z

Zr(thd)g

Zr(acac)q

120

120

120

120

-170

70

195

200

200

300

330

250

300

300-340

350

500

500

500

T~= bubbler or sublimation temperature

T~= deposition temperature

nr = not reported

60

350

15

-27

2-3

17

1.25

3-4

6-7

0.5 (none)

.. -

1 (none)

5 (NJ

0.1 (none)

10 (Nz)

150 (Ar/02)

-760 (He/02)

-760 (He/0,)

0.6

Surfaceonly

<1

m

12.6

m

m

This work

[4]

[12]

This work

[7]

[8]

[2]

[2]
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Table 2. Typical conditions used to deposit M02 films from 1 and 2.

variable 1 2

sample size (g) 0.5 0.5

reactor base pressure (mtorr) 400 400

deposition pressure (mtorr) 500 500

sublimation temperature (“C) 120 160-180

deposition temperature (“C) 270-400 300-340

substrates Si (100) Si (100)
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